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FLY LIKE A BIRD
A fountain from deep within
A waterfall in a spin
A wind is rendering
An airstream around a wing
Fly like a bird and twirl like a wind
A rush from the heart, to unfold a spring
A spark of light
illuminates inside
Sends shivers down my spine
And takes me to cloud nine
Fly like a bird and twirl like a wind
A rush from the heart, to unfold a spring

- SPRING

PART OF THE PUZZLE
Every little moment
Every single tick of the day
Everything you do
Every little word you say
Every little dream
Everytime you bend your mind
Everytime you borrow
A tiny little bit of my time
It makes me, makes you
Makes us so complete
Every little move
Everytime you touch my skin
It's like I know your thoughts
And you know what mood I'm in
It makes me, makes you
Makes us so complete
A part of the puzzle
A piece of the pie
That's how we become you and i

We are who we are
Because of those around
That's how we become you and i
Everytime you smile
And every single time you cry
The answers to the questions
The knowing of the reasons why
It makes me, makes you
Makes us so complete
A part of the puzzle
A piece of the pie
That's how we become you and i
We are who we are
Because of those around
That's how we become you and i

- UBUNTU
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DARK LEGACY
I travel into the night
Courage is my friend
I know I travel out of sight
And I know I don't know the end

Nobody has ever seen this place
Nobody has ever heard this noise
Nobody has ever witnessed this
This is all mine and the final choice

All around is darkness, and I'm ready for a fight
Darkness is my enemy, I'm he who carries light

A misty sound of pride and pain
Crosses my mind
And suddenly I know it all
It's there for my very eyes
It's all clear to me now

A sound of danger rises
As I enter the mist
It is like creatures of the past
Have come to test my skills

The legacy
The dark legacy

I blend with the colours as they shine on me
How can I know the unknown?
Be strong – Fight the weakness and be strong
Be strong – Fight the weakness and be strong
Be strong – Fight the weakness and be strong

- ADVENTURE
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ELECTRIC FLOWER
She so fine
All the time
My electric flower

She so fine
All the time
My electric flower

Growing from a
Place in line
Living heartbeat power

Glowing like
Electric light
Living heartbeat power

Feeding on
The dark of night
My electric flower

We are electric lives
We are alive
We are electric flowers
We are alive

Glowing like
Electric light
Living heartbeat power
We are electric lives
We are alive
We are electric flowers
We are alive

- BOTANIQUE ELECTRIQUE

THE SKELETON COAST
A shipwreck in the sands
The remains of Eduard Bohlen
Like a monument it stands
Still all it's days and years are stolen
There's a time when we belong
To ourselves and to each other
There's a time when we are gone
There's a time when no one bothers
There's a time when we're together
There's a time when we're apart
There's a time we call forever
In a place we call our heart

- LONELY AS THE SEA

WILL

WE

ON

DAY

ONE DAY
One day there'll come a time
One day we'll cross a line
A tick of time is all it takes
And we will never be the same again
One day things will change
One day will seem so strange
When yesterday is out of date
Still history will fuel what we create
One day
One day
One day a star will fall
One day we will know
How time has moved each grain of sand
And we will never be the same again
One day
One day

- CHANGES

SECRET PLACES
There's a place in my mind
Where I hide from time to time
But you will find me there
if you look where
I hide
Secret places, secret gold
No one knows, nothing's told
A secret place, a place to be
I will show you, come with me
There's a place under the sky
Where I like to go and hide
When days are dangerous
And I can't trust
The night

Secret places, secret gold
No one knows, nothing's told
A secret place, a place to be
I will show you, come with me
I know where to hide
I know where to be all alone
But I will welcome you if you
Don't want to hide on your own
Secret places, secret gold
No one knows, nothing's told
A secret place, a place to be
I will show you, come with me

- SHY

I WISH THE SKY WAS BLUE
I wish the sky was blue
I wish the day was bright
I wish the sun came through
I wish this world was good
I wish there was a God
I wish we understood
I wish belief was mine
I wish the wind was warm
I wish we had more time
How can I survive and reach the shore?
Feels as if I can't take no more
There are times and there are places to be safe
Sheltered from what seems to be the truth

I wish the sky was blue
I wish the sky was blue
I wish the night was dark
I wish the sea was calm
I want to travel far
How can I survive and reach the shore?
Feels as if I can't take no more
There are times and there are places to be safe
Sheltered from what seems to be the truth
I wish the sky was blue
I wish the sky was blue

- HOPE

SENSITIVE DEPENDENCE

“The good news is that the synthesiser is alive and well in the service of pop music in 2013.
The enigma that is Beranek has evolved like some creature from "The lost world"
to be discovered by those who dare to scale those lofty but ultimately rewarding heights.
But seriously, when Beranek releases a record it is worth a listen.
After all, he is not a currency that needs quantitative easing.”
JJ Burnel, August 2013
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